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some thirty more by motor from Bar-le-Duc, headquarters
of the field section through which all despatches were censored
and relayed by wire to Paris, thence by cable to New York.
The only wires in Buzancy that evening were those of the
infantry strung along the ground for immediate communica-
tion with the advancing rear. It appeared that I would be
unable to get a single word back to my paper about this big
advance. It was necessary to take a "long shot." This I did by
writing a brief despatch on the back of an envelop from my
pocket simply telling that the advance had reached Buzancy
and was continuing beyond. The despatch, some fifty words
in length, was read to some unknown on the other end of the
wire with the request that he relay it back to brigade head-
quarters and then ask that the relay continue through division,
corps, and army and finally to press headquarters in Bar-le-
Duc. I had small hope that the system would work. But it
did, Progressing through the various posts of command the
message reached Souilly, army headquarters, where it fell into
the hands of Captain Grantland Rice, the press liaison officer.
He obligingly telephoned it on to Major Bozeman Bulger, in
command of press field headquarters at Bar-le-Duc, who had
it typed and placed on the Paris wire. Days later I learned
that it was published exactly as written in the first edition of
the Tribune in New York. That was a break of luck which
would not often be repeated.
What I had witnessed at Buzancy was but a thread of the
general forward movement. Other roads led through other
Buzancys and on them the same thing was happening. Other
seemingly endless columns of infantry were marching, other
surgeons were operating in rubble heaps, and other guns,
large and small, were crawling forward. It was the greatest
victory parade, considering the forces involved and the pre-

